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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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This report was pre~ared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither .the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting ort behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, express 
or implied, with respect to the accuracy, com
pleteness, or usefulness of the information 
contained in this report, or that the use of 
any information, apparatus, method, or process 
disclosed irt this report may not infringe pri
vately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use. 
of, or for damages resulting from the use of any 
information, apparatus, method, or process dis
closed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the 
Commission to the extent that such employee or contractor 
prepares, handles oi distributes, or provides access to, any 
information pursuant to his employment ot contract with the 
Commission. 
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June)l958 

Abstract 

The philosophy of "concentrate and confine•• as applied to work with 

radioactive materials at UCRL has made possible special packaging and dis

posal procedures for radioactive wastes. These grocedures and their advan~ 
d i .•. ~. 

tages and disa<;lvantages are discussed, and approximate costs are given for 
-· 

the various t}rpes of packages produced. 
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I. Introduction 

The disposal of radioactive waste materials is a major problem fac

ing any installation processing or producing radioactive materials. The Uni

versity of California Radiation Laboratory at Berkeley is ehgaged in nuclear 

researchinvolving all typE1s of radiotso,topes, eitr;er produced by bombardment 

on its particle accelerators or obtained from the Atomic Energy Commission 

or commercial suppliers. There have been problems involvihg most of the 

isotopes from element No. 1 to element No. 102, in quantities from tracer 

levels to kilocuries, depending on the w_ork and the availability of the isotope. 

The Health Chemistry Department is. charged with the safe handling 

of radioactive i~oto'pes involved in laborato~y 'fesearch. The philosophy of 

the department is to keep radioactive materials as confined and concentr.ated 

as possible. 
·" 

One result of the "concentrate and confi~e 11 method is that the volume 

of radioactive waste produced is kept small by avoidance of unnecessary dilu

tion during the processing of radioactive materiaL Advantages resulting from 

keeping the volume of waste small include these: 

• Less time and labor are needed to. process the waste for disposal. 

• The small volume of waste <:;an he moved and processed not only 

more easily but also more safely, because saf~ty features can be incorporated 

in the small containers thf!.t would_ make large on~s very unwieldy. 
-.? ; ... 

• Less area, and equipment are needed for processing and storage of 

packaged wastes prior to sea disposal. 

e More packages can be sh-ipped to the disposal barge at one time (so 

that fewer disposal shipments are necessary}. 

All. these savings in. time and effort amount to a gratifying economy: 

as is shown below, the disposal cost per "potential gallon" of liquid waste is 

less than It cents. 
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Ab.out.2.00 researchers C!-re continuously carrying on work at milli

curie lev;els or ·higher in va~ious departments at UCRL. These people depend 

directly on the waste-disposal services of the Health Chemistry Department. 

The average waste contribution is about 20 ·ft) of sol_id waste and 5 gallo~s of 
... 

liquid waste per researcher per year. The wastes are packaged as described 

below for ultimate disposal at sea. 

II. The Handling of. Radioactive Waste Materials 

l'he wastes produced. throughout UCRL include the usual solid, .liquid, 

and airborne types. All nongaseous waste is packaged in concrete. Liquid . 

and airborne wastes (except for short-lived gases that may safely be released 

to the atmosphere) are solidified or trapped for incorporation in concrete 

packages. The concrete packages are made so that they can be stored safely 
~ 

for an indefinite period and eventually be safely transported by truck to a 

barge for disposal at sea at a depth of 1000 fa.thoms. (Section II D describes 

the types of waste packages used by UCRL . .) 

A. Solid Materials 

These wastes fall into three categories, defined and handled. as fol-

lows: 

1. ·.Contaminated 'materials from operations·m special enclosures (gloved 

boxes, manipulator boxes), from 'animal injections, and .from tracer-level 

work involving counting disks, etc. 

The wastes in this category inc,lude contaminated glassware, rubber 

gloves, wipes·, and other items removed from the·enclosure during the oper

ation or during the decontamination of the enclo.sure after the experiment. 

These· wastes a·re collected in multilayer paper sacks, and taken to the disposal 

area where they are incorporated iri concrete in 55-gallon metal drums. 

The solld wastes· from·high-level operations in special enclosures 

in the 6-inch lead cave are discharged into shielded waste containers located 

underneath. the operating enclosure and connected to it by an airtight plastic 

tube 6 inches in diameter. After 'the operation the plastic tube is closed by a 

weld a.·cros s the tube, t:h·e weld is cut, 'and the waste container ..;.,ith its own 

mobile lead shield is removed to the waste-process·ihg area .. There the waste 

- .. ! 

\) 
I( 
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container is transferred from its lead shield into a specially designed concrete 

block for sea disposaL The l~ad shield is· returned f~.r further use. 

2. Large contaminated equipment that would involve risk and {or) expense 

beyond justification during .,decontarnip.ation 
.,~ ', I ··' i 

. Examples of items in this category are enclosures that have become 

so contaminated or corroded as to preclt;tde recovery of the item by decontam-
.. .r 

ination .. Such large items are incorporated in concrete blocks measuring 

about 4 X fx 7 ft. As many as four standard enclosures can be disposed of 

m one of these blocks. 

3. Equipment with internal contarnination(i. e., the interiors of ~he metal 

parts have become radioactive owing to transmutation from accelerator born-

bardment) 

This category includes parts of a-ccelerators and other bulky equip

ment which cannot be reused or consigned to scrap owing to its internal ac

tivity. Such materials can serve as ballast in waste packages or sometimes 

can be dumped directly from the barge.~.; 

B. Liquid Materials 

These wastes are classified according to activity level and chemical 

content. 

L. High-lev~]. small-volume aqueous wastes (500 rnl or less) 

As these wastes develop, they are accumulated in polyethylene con

tainers inside the work enclosur'e during the experiment .. When work is com

pleted these wastes are solidified by the addition of a mixture of Portland 

cement and vermiculite.- Either the solidificat:l.on is done in the enclosure or 

the polyethylene bottles are removed iri. sealedplastic containers to a special 

box used exclusively for the solidification of small volumes of liquid waste. 

,·,) The solidified wastes. are then handled for disposfi.l as small items of solid ',l 

wastes. 

2. High-level large-volume aqueous wastes { l to 50 liters) 

These wastes, produced during high-level chemistry work in the 6-

inch lead cave, are discharged into specially designed and shielded waste 

containers. These containers (as for cave solid wastes} are stored behind 

the shielding and are connected to the cave box by means of plastic tubing. 
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After the experiment is completed the plastic connecting tubing is se.aled off, 

then cut, and the shielded liquid-waste container is removed to the waste

disposal area. The wastes are then solidified either in the waste container 

or in a specially-constructed concrete block. (See Section II D 3 b.) 

Other high-level large-volume wastes (such as scrubber liquors) are 

ha?dled in essentially the same way. 

3. Low-level large-volume aqueous wastes 

These wastes are accumulated in the various laboratories in 5-gallon 

glass carboys. Whenever it is considered advisable, the carboys are taken 

to the waste disposal area where the liquids are pumped into a specially pre

pared 30-gallon steel drum. About 15 gallons of waste are solidified in one 

drum by the addition of cement and vermiculite. 

4. Water-immiscible organic wastes 

These wastes are handled in two different ways .. Small quantities 

can be mixed with large quantities of the aqueous waste (up to 3o/o organics by 

volume) .. The mixture is then solidified by the cement-vermiculite process. 

The other procedure used is to. solidify these organic wastes with "Napalm.'' 

5. Nonradioactive high-volume laboratory sink wastes 

The techniques and regulations for work with radioactive isotopes at 

UCRL under the "concentrate and confine'' philosophy prevent gross contam

ination of the general laboratory sewer system. Nevertheless, good safety 

practices (and good public relations) dictate a check of these wastes for acci

dental contamination with radioactive materials .. Toward this end, all lab

orabory sink wastes drain from the building through an. acid waste system 

separate from the ordinary sanitary sewer. Though not necessarily noxious, 

wastes such as cooli'!lg water .and aspirator discharges run through this system. 

Before these "acid wastes" are combined with the sanitary sewage they pass 

through a sampling system. This sampling system removes one-half gallon· 

for every hundred gallons passing through the system. The half-gallon sam

ples are discharged into a tank from which a daily sample is taken for anal

ysis. In this way a historical record of any radioactive contaminant would 

be available should a contaminant be discharged accidentally into the sewer. 

Provision has also been made for an 8-hour diversion of building discharge 

to holdup tanks should an emergency arise. 

'· 
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C. Airborne Materials 

These waste materials can be classified as solid, liquid, and gaseous 

products. 

1. Solid aerosols (solid afrborne waste material$")\ 

Solid aerosols may be produced during mechanical operations (grind

ing of powders, machining, sparking, dtying of 'solutions), or during chemical 

operations (such as smoke-producing reactions). 

The disposal of these radioactive solid airborne wastes is dependent 

upon the type of air -cleaning mechanism used to remove these particulates 

from the airstream. Several types of air-cleaning devices are used at UCRL. 

For the standard type of enclosure (gloved box) a boxed filter is used .. These 

are internally loaded filter.'s of various ~izes {usually 9 X 9 X lOi·in.) and 

composition and. are attached to the enclosure with 3 feet of 2 -in. i. d. flexible 

duct-work. Exhaust air flow from the box through the filter is maintained by 

a blower .or a manifold system· attached to the outflow side of the filter. 

Planning for the particular service need·s for an experiment permits schedul

ing of replacem~nt of the filter as it becomes clogged or highly contaminated. 

The dogged or contaminated filter is incorporated as solid waste in concrete· 

in a 55-gallon steel drum. 

If a liquid-type air scrubber is used in the air -cleaning system of an 

enclosure, the resulting contaminated scrubber liquors are collected in poly

ethylene carboys. These liquors are then solidified as liquid wastes by the 

addition of the cement and vermiculite mixture. 

2. Liquid aerosols (liquid airborne waste materials) 

Air- suspended liquid waste materials resultit:lg from chemical or 

physical operations (boiling, gas bubbling through solutions, etc.) are either 

trapped in de-entrainment devices and collected as liquid waste, or if small 

-'": in quantity or intermittent in production are permitted to be trapped and dried 
l;i 

on the normal air filter. The liquid collected is treated as liquid waste. 

3. Gaseous radioactive wastes· 

Certain radioactive gases are allowed to escape to the atmosphere. 

Most of these are short-lived, and calculations combined with common sense 

determine the extent of precaution necessary. 
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An exception is the case of fission gases arising from the dis solution 

of. irradiated pile slugs. These gases are converted successfully to solid waste-
. . . . .. ~ 

disposal units by collecting them quantitatively in evacuated refrigerated bombs 

filled with activated carbon. These bombs are closed by means of valves, 

disconnected from the system, and incorporated in concrete for sea buriaL 

D. ·Types of Waste Packages Produced at UCRL, Berkeley 

1 ... Steel drums, dry waste 

These are used 55- gallon oil or fuel drums from various sources. 

One of the ends is cut out and 6 inches of concrete is placed in the bottom of 

the drum. A length of used 3/8-inch steel cable is placed in the concrete be

fore it hardens. The cable is of sufficiE:mt length to form a loop above the top 

of the drum, for handling of the drum after it has been filled. The prepared 

drums are filled with sacks of dry waste layered with concrete. During the 

concreting the concrete is tamped so that voids in the drum are filled ,as much 

as possible. About 3. 5 ft3 of dry waste material is disposed of in each 55-

gallon drum. A concreted drum must weigh at least 550 lb to sink at sea. 

The finished drums are stored on their sides in the waste-disposal area until 

shipmenL {Storing the drums on their sides prevents seepage of rain water 

into possible voids around the rim of the drum. A considerable amount of 

monitoring work is saved in this way, since all liquid that runs out of a drum 

must be assayed for radioactivity to ascertain if a container failure has oc

curred. ) 

2. Standard concrete blocks ~ 

These blocks (approximately 4 x;(x 7ft) are made up from time to 

time for the disposal of gloved boxes and· other bulky equipment. A knock

down :form with the exception of one side is built by the carpenters on a wood 

pallet. The bottom of the block is poured first and permitted to set. The 

equipment to be disposed of is placed on the concrete bottom in such a way 

that none of the waste touches the form. The form is then completed by the 

carpenters and concrete is poured to completely fill it. 

In some cases--'-for example, in the disposal of an enClosure used in 

a 6-inch cave operation-'- ..:.the air inside the box is. slowly expelled through a 

filter as it is displaced by the concrete actually poured into the box .. The con

crete pouring is continued until the form and box are completely filled. 

D 
t'" 

v 
.:. 
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3 .. Special concrete blocks 

These bldcks are designed to meet specific needs in the disposal of 

radioactive waste .. They vary in size and shape andrnay provide shielding of 

up to 18 inches of concrete. Some examples are: 
.. , 

a .. Concrete block for dispo'sal of solid-waste containers from a 6-

inch lead cave run. 

b. Block for disposal of high-l'evel liquid waste. This type of block 

is usually of the standard 4 x~x 7-ft dimensions, but 'differs 

from the regular block in having an empty 55-gallon drum centered 

in the form.. The block is then poured so that the drum is corn.,. 

pletely surrounded by concrete except for three pipes through the 

lid of the 55-gallon drum. Liquid waste is pumped into the drum 

and solidified' with cernent-vermiculife. After solidification, the 

. block is capped with cement and stored until shipment. 

4. Steel drums, liquid waste 

A package of thl.s type consists .. of a 30 -gallon drum with a special 

lid which is set into a 55-gallon drum {see II D·l). After solidification 1s 

complete the space betwe'en the 55-gallon druin and the 30-gallon drum 1s 

filled with concrete. The drum, capped with concrete, is then ready for 

disposal. 

E. Average Yearly Amounts of Waste Handled at UCRL, Berkeley 

In spite of the fact that large quantities of radioactive materials are 

handled at UGRL, Berkeley (at one time lOo/o of the radioisotopes produced at 

Oak Ridge were being processed at UCRL), the yearly average volume of 

radioactive wastes produced is quite low. Average volumes for the last three 

years are as follows. 

l. 

2. 

Solid wastes (estimat~d unprocessed dry volume) 

55-Gallon drums 

Standard blocks· 

Special blocks ' 

Liquid wastes (estimated liquid volume before solidification) 

Low-level wastes 

High-level wastes 

Organic wastes 

3500 ft 3 

350 ft3 

25 ft3 

9 50 gallons 

30 gallons 

25 gallons 
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F. Cost o£ Waste Disposal 

A s~~vey made i~ 1957 established the-following cost figures. The 

figures are estimates b'ased on material and labor costs at that time. • .. 

l. Steel drums,. dry waste (per drum) 

Health Chemistry labor 

Other labor 

Materials 

Miscellaneous (transporation, etc.) 

Sea-disposal cha1:ge 

_Cost per drum of dry waste 

Cost per ft 3 (3. 5 £t 3 /drum 

2. Standard UCRL concrete Blocks (per block) 

Health Chemistry labor 

Other labor 

Material 

Equipment and mi·~cellaneous (transportation, etc.) 

Sea-disposal charge. 

Cost per block 

Cost per ft 3 

3. Steel drums, liquid waste (per drum) 

Health Chemistry labor 

Other labor 

Materials (special drums, modification, etc. ) 

Cement-vermiculite 

Miscellaneous (transportation, etc. ) 

Sea disposal charge 

Cost per drum 

$ 5 

3 

5 

2 

4 

$ 19 

$ 50 

140 

140 

15 

35 

$380 

$ 4 

l-

20 

3 

l 

4 

$ 33 

$6 

$9.50 

Cost per gallon (average 17. 5 g/drum) $2 

The estimate of $2 per gallon of solidified liquid waste may seem 

high until we consider it in the over -all picture of the cost of waste disposal. 
. . . 

Actually it represents a consi"derable amount of money and time saved. The 

reason for this is as follows. 

·.-.:' 
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About 1000 gallons of potentially radioactive liquid is produced daily 

in the chemistry laboratories at UCRL, Berkeley. That mearis that if the 

'
1COnCentrate and COnfinelt prOCedureS Were llOt .followed there WOUld be ctn 

estimated 1000 gallons of a~tive liquids to dispo-se of.. However, the chemists 

and technicians working wfth radioactive: isotopes t\:)operate by using techniques 

and facilities made available to them by Health Chemistry, and it is possible 

to_ keep the radioactive liquid waste to a -~mall volume (about 5 gallons per day) 

and to segregate it from the nonactive laboratory wastes discharged through 

the "Acid Waste System. 11 (See Sect. II B 5.) Therefore, instead of decon-
. ' 

taminating br disposing of 1000 gallons of liquid waste per day, the Health 

Chemistry technici;ns need only. solidify 5, gallons of active wast~, and as say 

samples from 995 ga:llons of other liquid to establish that no accidental con-
>} 

tamination has occurred. 

The adjusted cost for liquid waste disposal at UCRL, Berkeley, based 

on a potential of 1000 gallons per day, be-comes about l. 4 cents per gallon. 

For example: 

Cost to solidify 5 gallons of active waste $10 

Cost of operation and sampling of "Acid Waste System 11 

per day 4 

Total $14 
' 

. Co~t per potential gallon ('based on. 1000-:. $0. 014 

gallon estimate) 

III. Conclusions 

A system for the safe packaging of laboratory hot wastes for storage 

or sea disposal has been described. The system is based on quantity control 

and separation of the radioactive wastes from non-radioactive wastes during 

'1 I. laboratory work .. In this way economy is achieve,d and volumes can be kept to 

reasonable levels to permit packaging in waste containers of such integrity for 

• prolonged surface storage or proper handling for sea disposal. The methods 

described have been applied safely to laboratory wastes for several years. 

Extension of these methods to large -volume wastes as encountered in produc
I 

tion fa~ilities would require further study. 
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